
 

Rise of Nations Gold Edition Portable.rar.rar is a strategy war game that were first released in 2005, by Big Huge Games and
has been a best seller. The game has been praised for its visuals and AI, as well as being lauded as one of the first games to have
a significant online multiplayer component The player controls either one nation or several simultaneously-aided nations—a
choice only granted after the Industrial Age arrives—and competes against one to 11 other human players (including computer-
controlled) on an area of land that represents part or all of Earth's surface. To win, one generally has to destroy all other
civilizations or capture their capitals (although it is possible to achieve victory even if one's capital is captured). The game can
be played in 14 different victory conditions, including domination of any combination of the world's regions, technology tree
advancements, accumulation of wealth, or extermination of enemy populations. The game can also be won by losing all one's
own cities. The player may choose to play one of four civilizations: the Americans (United States), the Egyptians (the Pharaonic
civilization), the Asians (The Default Civilization) or the Turks (Ottoman Turks). The computer then randomly selects a
civilization for the other players. The game can be played on different difficulty levels, ranging from beginner to advanced. The
games' difficulty level affects the amount of resources gained per turn, how quick research is, how easily one's population may
grow, and how often enemy units attack one's cities. The game features about 200 different types of buildings. Each of these
buildings has a certain effect on the map or on the player's army/economy. For example, by building ships at a dock that
produces 'War Galleons', the player is able to attack naval units with their own navy if they are crossing an ocean by ship. The
game includes three different types of military units: land, air, and naval. Land units may attack either other land units or cities.
Air units may only attack other air units in the area, but they are also able to transport ground troops or attack cities in the same
manner as a naval unit would. Naval units are able to traverse the seas and oceans, although they are limited to attacking coastal
cities when in an ocean region. To combat this disadvantage, the player is able to build destroyers at a shipyard that are capable
of attacking any unit that may be in their vicinity when on water. In Rise of Nations players can build unique units unique to
their civilization. For example, the Egyptians have elite cavalry units called 'Kurush' that are superior to the basic cavalry units
of other civilizations and have additional abilities such as charging into enemy lines. The Americans have a unique unit called
the Destroyer, which is superior to both destroyers and battleships and has an offensive bonus against coastal cities. There are
several creative modes which allow a player or a group of players to engage in scenarios not normally accessed from the "Story"
menu.
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